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SkySync - Enterprise Content Integration

Meet the Cure for Storage Chaos
Throughout the years, your organization has adopted and deployed a host of legacy,
on-premises storage platforms and cloud-based EFSS services. Users are picking and
choosing which platforms suit them best, while accessing and sharing files outside of the
oﬃce – with no oversight from IT. These platforms are often siloed, with little visibility into
which documents are stored in which system. What you have is storage chaos.
What you need is intelligent Enterprise Content Integration; a method of securely bridging
your disparate storage platforms, eliminating silos and maintaining administrative control
over and visibility into all file transfer activities across the enterprise.

Meet SkySync
SkySync is a powerful middleware that seamlessly integrates your diverse storage
platforms, bridging your on-premises systems with virtually any cloud storage
service. The software transparently syncs, migrates or copies files across systems
automatically, while leaving your organization in complete control of your content.

“The bottom line is SkySync saves us real time and
real money.” – Joe Lombardi, Superintendent –
Shawmut Design & Construction
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Unprecedented Storage Agility
SkySync software provides unprecedented agility compared to traditional
migration tools, with its ability to bi-directionally sync and transfer files, users,
permissions and all associated data across dozens of platforms, supporting a
wide range of use cases.
Provide users with access to files from all corporate storage systems
Adopt and consolidate to the most cost-eﬀective storage platforms
Leverage systems that meet functional or security compliance requirements
Backup content to enable business continuity and disaster recovery with ease
True IT Governance, Security & Compliance
SkySync is completely transparent to end-users, designed to give system
administrators full visibility and control over all file transfer activities across
every storage platform deployed by your organization.
Know the Who, What, When, and Where as files are moved across platforms
Integrate your platforms with no impact to your existing security model
Keep sensitive records on-site in compliance with HIPAA, SOX, SEC and other
regulatory mandates
Hybrid Storage Environments
By tightly integrating and fully synchronizing your on-premises and cloud
storage platforms, SkySync enables your organization to easily architect any
hybrid storage environment.
Enable workers to securely access on-site content anywhere, from any device
Leverage EFSS capabilities while maintaining the compliance of
your on-premises systems
Keep your existing infrastructure and line-of-business systems in-place and fully
operational while integrating new platforms
Large Scale File Migrations
Migrating to a new storage system has never been painless – until now.
SkySync can automatically move millions of files and folders across
systems while maintaining folder structure integrity.
Users can adopt new systems at their own pace
Avoid vendor lock-in and remain agile with your mission-critical
business content
Save time and money by automating the migration of millions of files with no
interruption to business operations
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Enterprise Content Integration
Whether you’re required to bridge your disconnected storage environment or looking to integrate
and deploy new on-premises systems and/or cloud-based EFSS services,
SkySync is here to manage your Enterprise Content Integration.
Call us today to arrange a demonstration of our software.
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